
TOTAL BODY WORKOUT 

Focus:
Power

Suggested work out:
Pulse raiser for 5 minutes. Start with light walking and skipping increasing speed slowly. 

30 seconds of really good quality explosive action before changing and then going again.
Perform 3-4 sets of these. Pulse lowering to cool down before static stretches and relaxing
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IN & OUT SQUATS 

Holding a squat position move
your feet from the centre
to a wide base and back

again.
Build up speed gradually. 

HIGH KNEE RUN 

On the spot bring your
knees up to running on

the spot with high knees.
Power your arms from

hip to lip. 

V SIT CONE TAP

Sitting in the middle of four
cones. From a V sit position

extend one arm or leg in
turn to reach and tap a cone,

control your movements
through your stomach. 

EQUIPMENT: 
Stopwatch / whistle / mats / bench / cones / hoops

SIDE PLANK 

With a partner position yourselves
side by side in a normal plank

position.
Rotate to a side plank by lifting one
arm above your head to face each
other, return to a plank then rotate
the other way to a side plankback

to back.  

GET UP / DROP DOWN 

Lie face down on the floor,
get up over the bench and
lay down on the other side,

repeat. You can use
something as simple as

markers or a skipping rope. 

N.B If you are using a bench
you must bunny hop over so
have your hands wrapped

around the bench. 
 

MAINTAIN CLIMBERS

Start in a straight arm plank
position and lift your knees

towards your chest and
back again.

How fast can you go? 

PRESS UP CRAWL
THROUGHS

One pupil will do press ups as
the other crawls underneath

them and runs around to start
again. Pupil performing press

up holds the straight arm
position to allow partner to

crawl through.

SIDE RAISE HOOP PASS 

Stand in a line with your team, arms
out in a side raise and finger tips
to the next person. A ball starts at

one end of the line and is
passed along. Must hold the side

raise until the ball has been
passed to everyone. 
















